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Weebiz.Com Opens For Pre-Registrations The Most Influential 
Company On Weebiz.Com Will Win 1.000.000€ 

Leiria, Portugal April, 2 of 2009 – Weemagine, a Portuguese Web 2.0 
startup, is launching Weebiz.com (its first product). Weebiz is just like 
a business expo but with the utilities of a social network, where 
companies from all around the globe can leverage their business 
contacts to find opportunities and achieve success. 

To promote and incentivize further networking, Weebiz is going to 
offer a prize of ONE MILLION Euros to its most influential company. 

Registering a company and using Weebiz is free, although there are 
First-Class accounts that give company profiles an Authenticated 
badge as well as other advantages like permanent business headlines, 
unlimited products, etc. 



All First-Class accounts will be eligible to win the 1.000.000€ challenge 
and the winner will be the company that uses Weebiz to its full 
potential (which will be determined by a score, calculated according 
with a formula available at Weebiz.com). 

João Santos, General Manager of Weemagine, believes that “In a 
moment of economic uncertainty and fragility, more and more 
companies are finding that the internet is a platform bursting with 
opportunities. Web 2.0 applications and social software have proven to 
be highly efficient and cost-effective tools whose usefulness is 
nowadays unquestionable. So, in a moment when businesses must 
find new markets and clients, partners and alliances, new ways to 
promote themselves and their brands, Weebiz aims at providing them 
with exactly the kind of new approach to business that they need to 
succeed in the rough economic environment of today.” 

About Weemagine: 
A technology startup based in Leiria, Portugal. Weemagine is an 
ambitious project of a small team of enthusiastic, senior year students 
and recently graduates from the University of Coimbra. 

For further information please visit www.weebiz.com 
Or contact: Vasco Cardoso: vascocardoso@weebiz.com 

 
Contact Details: Rua Miguel Torga nº137 Leiria, www.weebiz.com, 
vascocardoso@weebiz.com 

 


